
Chocolino Duo

FAST, EASY SERVICE
Can I offer you a cup of really good coffee? With an Instant machine you can quickly and 
easily serve good-tasting coffee or a cup of hot chocolate. Instant is the name of a whole 
series of machines that offer a wide variety of drinks. All our machines are very easy to 
care for, which minimises handling. An Instant machine is suitable for any environment, and 
perhaps especially in places where you would not expect to be served a cup of coffee.

BASIC FACTS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
CAFÉLINO 
A small, compact instant machine that makes a 
good cup of coffee in just 10 seconds. The perfect 
machine for a small workplace, shop, etc. Available 
with 1–3 ingredient canisters for 2–4 drink 
alternatives. Both models have automatic water refill 
and dispenses hot water. 

CAFÉ ELITE
A fast and flexible machine for coffee and other 
hot drinks. 2–4 ingredient canisters provide a 
good selection of drinks. A nice looking high- 
performance machine that is easy to care for.  
Incorporated 5-litre tank with automatic water  
refill. The front panel is perfect for profiling. And 
with backlighting, Café Elite looks extra stylish. 

CHOCOLINO 
A small, compact instant machine for serving a cup of delicious hot 
chocolate. Chocolino is simple, easy-to-clean, fast, and it is perfect for 
all restaurant and food service areas. 
 For its size, Chocolino has an impressive capacity of up to 160 cups 
per water refill. It can also serve hot water and it comes with one or 
two canisters.

Model Power supply Water connection Width mm Depth mm Height mm

Cafélino Duo 230 V IN / 2200W Cold water 1/2” R* 220 450 530

Cafélino Trio 230 V IN / 2200W Cold water 1/2” R* 220 450 530

Café Elite 230 V IN / 2200W Cold water 1/2” R* 310 515 735

Chocolino Duo 230 V IN / 2200W Cold water 1/2” R* 220 450 530

Model Ingredient canister Capacity cups/refill approx. Drink options

Cafélino Duo 1–2 1

2

400 coffee

165 coffee + 80 topping

Small coffee, coffee, hot water 

Small coffee, coffee, hot water, cappuccino, 
cafè latte

Cafélino Trio 3 125 coffee + 80 topping + 60 chocolate coffee, cappuccino, cafè latte, chocolate, 
hot water

Café Elite 2–4 2

3 

4

100 coffee

550 coffee + 140 topping + 96 chocolate 

280 coffee + 280 espresso + 140 topping 
+ 96 chocolate

Small coffee, coffee, hot water 

Small coffee, coffee,  cafè latte, cappuccino, 
chocolate, espresso choc, hot water

coffee,  cafè latte, cappuccino, chocolate, 
espresso choc, hot water

Chocolino Duo 1–2 1

2

150 chocolate

60 + 60 chocolate

chocolate, small chocolate

chocolate, small chocolate

* UK 3/8’’ R

Cafélino Duo Cafélino Trio



COFFEE QUEEN

INSTANT

www.creminternational.com

A strong brand of Crem International

PURE PASSION
With taste and quality in focus, Crem International manufactures and markets the two strong Coffee Queen and Expobar 

brands. The Coffee Queen range includes machines for freshly brewed coffee, automatic espresso, instant and juice. Expobar 

offers manual espresso machines of the highest quality. With development and production in our own factories, we offer 

modern and innovative coffee and beverage solutions for tomorrow’s needs in hotels, restaurants and cafés, at work and in 

public spaces, where only the best is good enough.


